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Abstract 
Charon is geologically simpler than Pluto, but its surface nevertheless reveals an active early 
geological history, likely completed within the first billion years of solar system history.  The 
most likely interpretation of New Horizons images is that most observed endogenic activity was 
associated with the freezing of an early internal ocean.  Ocean freezing would have produced 
global expansion as ice replaced higher-density liquid water, resulting in the observed system of 
graben, up to 12 km deep.  The global expansion also provides strong evidence that Charon is 
differentiated.  Concentration of volatiles such as ammonia in the last remnants of the ocean may 
have reduced the ocean density sufficiently to allow eruption of a viscous liquid-solid slurry onto 
the surface.  The result is manifest as the extensive smooth plains of Vulcan Planitia, which 
provides the clearest example of effusive cryovolcanism yet seen in the solar system.  
Subsequent impact cratering provides constraints on the population of small impactors in the 
outer solar system. 
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1. KNOWLEDGE PRIOR TO NEW HORIZONS 
Almost nothing was known about the geology of Charon prior to the New Horizons encounter.  
Its diameter was well-known from stellar occultations (Walker 1980, Gulbis et al. 2006, Person 
et al. 2006, Sicardy et al. 2006), as was the predominantly water-ice composition of its surface 
(Marcialis et al. 1987), and its geometric albedo, 0.38 (Buie et al. 1997) which is relatively low 
for water ice, and thus required the presence of a dark contaminant of some kind.  The presence 
of crystalline water ice in its spectrum, despite the fact that UV radiation might be expected to 
amorphize the ice over time, was used to argue for a young surface renewed by ongoing 
geological activity (Cook et al. 2007).  However, this idea was not universally accepted (Porter et 
al. 2010).  The presence of ammonia-bearing species on Charon’s surface (Brown and Calvin 
2000, Dumas et al. 2001) also hinted at ongoing activity, and provided a possible mechanism for 
mobilizing water ice, given the likely small endogenic heat budget of Charon, by reducing its 
melting point (Desch et al. 2009).  Charon’s density was known to be near 1700 kg m-3, 
indicating a substantial rock fraction and thus a modest amount of radiogenic heating.  Though 
Charon is similar in size, density, albedo, and surface composition to several satellites of Saturn 
and Uranus (in particular Ariel and Dione), some of which show evidence for geological activity, 
it has not experienced significant tidal heating since its orbit circularized shortly after formation, 
so comparison of its geological history to that of icy satellites of the giant planets was awaited 
with interest. 

2. NEW HORIZONS IMAGING OF CHARON  

Figure 1.  New Horizons imaging coverage of Charon, showing the finest pixel scale obtained at 
each location.  Numbers give the pixel scale of the encounter hemisphere imaging, in km/pixel.  
Adapted from Schenk et al. (2018a) 
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Imaging of Charon, with resolution and coverage comparable to that of Pluto, was a major goal 
of the New Horizons flyby (Fig. 1).  The New Horizons LORRI camera first resolved Charon 
from Pluto in July 2013, at a range of 5.9 AU, and began to reveal surface features in approach 
images in May 2015, 2 months before encounter.   Near-daily LORRI imaging from late May 
2015 onwards revealed steadily increasing detail, and Charon’s dark polar cap became evident in 
early June 2015.  Starting on July 7th, a week before encounter, Charon was far enough from 
Pluto to require separate LORRI targeting.  Complete coverage of the illuminated portion of 
Charon (north of latitude 38º S) was obtained during the final rotation before encounter (Fig. 2), 
with pixel scale of 37 km/pixel or better, and with no gaps in rotational coverage larger than 27º.  
Despite the low (15º) approach phase angle, the high amplitude of Charon’s topography meant 
that some topographic detail was visible near the terminator as early as 5 days before encounter.   
Close approach imaging was focused on the Pluto-facing hemisphere and north polar region. The 
last full-frame LORRI image was taken at 02:55 on July 14th, followed by a 2x2 mosaic at 05:50, 
a 3x2 mosaic at 08:32 (the last full-disk LORRI mosaic, with pixel scale 0.86 km/pixel), and 
then by a series of two limb-to-terminator strips of LORRI images riding along with two LEISA 
spectroscopic scans.  These were followed by the best color image from MVIC (Fig. 3).  The 
highest-resolution global image was taken with MVIC in panchromatic mode near closest 
approach, with a resolution 0.62 km/pixel and phase angle of 85º (Fig. 4).  A simultaneous 
LORRI rider obtained the highest-resolution images of all, with pixel scale 0.15 km/pixel, 
covering a 150 km wide limb-to-terminator strip (Fig. 5).  After close approach, Charon’s thin 
crescent was imaged many times at phase angles of 165º - 169º (Fig. 6), and it was last clearly 
detected in routine imaging on July 18th.  A series of long-exposure, low-resolution (60 
km/pixel) images taken on July 17th successfully used Pluto light to image Charon’s night side, 
including part of the south polar region not seen in sunlight. 

Images have been combined to generate controlled global mosaics (Fig. 7A, and chapter by 
Beyer and Showalter, this volume).  By design, many of the close approach images also provided 
stereo coverage, allowing production of detailed digital elevation models of the encounter 
hemisphere (Schenk et al. 2018a, and Fig. 7B). 
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Figure 2.  Global imaging of Charon during the final rotation before encounter (Beyer et al. 
2017).  Note the topographic shading near the terminator (lower right) in many images.  North is 
up, and central longitude is given for each frame. 
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Figure 3.  The highest-resolution global color image of Charon, taken with MVIC with phase 
angle 39º and pixel scale 1.4 km/pixel.  North is up.  The relatively smooth plains of Vulcan 
Planitia (lower right, near the terminator) are separated from the highland terrain of Oz Terra 
(upper left) by aligned tectonic features.  Faulting is present throughout much of Oz Terra, but is 
less conspicuous further from Vulcan Planitia due to high sun angles.  The conspicuous red 
polar region is discussed in the chapters by Protopapa et al. and Howett et al., this volume. 
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Figure 4.  The highest-resolution global image of Charon, taken with MVIC with phase angle 
85º and resolution 0.62 km/pixel.  The view is dominated by the smooth plains of Vulcan 
Planitia, which occupy the lower half of the disk. 
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Figure 5.  Part of the highest-resolution (0.15 km/pixel) LORRI imaging of Charon, taken 
simultaneously with the MVIC image in Fig. 4, and showing the transition between Oz Terra 
(top) and Vulcan Planitia (bottom).   Motttled terrain is visible at the bottom of the frame, while 
a large crater with interior terracing, and a smaller fresh crater with dark inner ejecta and 
bright outer ejecta, are visible near the top of the frame.  The image is 150 km wide. 
 

 
Figure 6.  The highest-resolution Charon departure image, with phase angle 169º and pixel 
scale of 2.0 km/pixel. 

3. GEOMORPHOLOGICAL MAPPING OF CHARON 
3.1. Introduction  
Geomorphologic mapping investigations can provide information about solid surfaces that are 
not available through other means.  The resultant map represents a synthesis and interpretation of 
a planetary surface based often on numerous types of input data.   

The information in this section is primarily based on Robbins et al. (2019).  As elsewhere in this 
book, some names are formally approved by the IAU, while others are provisional (appendix by 
Beyer and Showalter, this volume). 

3.2. Data  
The geomorphologic mapping (Fig. 8) used the panchromatic map produced by Schenk et al. 
(2018a, and Fig. 7A) as a basemap, supplemented by additional LORRI and MVIC imaging.  
Because the projection of images in this map did not account for topographic effects, horizontal 
displacements due to topography of up to several kilometers are present in these maps.  When 
Robbins et al. (2019) mapped contacts and other features, images with the lowest emission 
angle, which have the least topographic distortion, were preferred. 
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Figure 7. Image map (A) and stereo topographic map (B) of Charon’s encounter hemisphere, 
from Schenk et al. (2018a). In panel B, the range of elevations shown is -6 km (black) to +6 km 
(white), though the full range of elevations measured on Charon is greater, -14.1 km – +6.9 km.  

Ancillary datasets used for the mapping were color maps (also from Schenk et al. 2018a), some 
derived compositional data (Grundy et al. 2016; Dalle Ore et al. 2018), and topographic 
reconstructions (Schenk et al. 2018a, and Fig. 7B).  
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3.3. Geomorphological Units 

 
Figure 8.  Geomorphological map of Charon’s encounter hemisphere (adapted from Robbins et 
al. 2019). 
The New Horizons encounter hemisphere of Charon is dominated by two primary physiographic 
units, a rugged northern region, Oz Terra, and a smoother southern plain, Vulcan Planitia.   
Oz Terra is largely mapped as Blocky Terrain (Bl), and is described in detail below.  The Bl 
terrain is characterized by large, high-standing plateaus separated by scarps and troughs.  In 
some locations the plateaus have raised edges.  The scale of the blocks is hundreds of kilometers, 
while the troughs separating them are tens of kilometers across.  Bl terrain likely extends beyond 
the map boundary, but how far is unknown.  

The second primary unit is Smooth Terrain (Sm), separated into three sub-units based on 
location (Sm1,2) and whether it is elevated above surrounding material (Sme).  Sm1 and Sme 
occupy most of Vulcan Planitia, described in detail below.  For the map, Sm is characterized as 
relatively smooth compared with Bl at scales of tens of km, though it contains many broad and 
gently sloping swells at scales of hundreds of kilometers.  Vulcan Planitia is made mostly from 
Sm1 material, while the Sm2 unit protrudes into Bl near the prime (sub-Pluto) meridian.  
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Throughout Sm1 are a few small (~10s km) Sme units, identified in work as early as Moore et al. 
(2016). 

Other than crater material, the third-largest unit by area is termed Mottled Terrain (Mt) which 
appears within Vulcan Planitia (Fig. 11D, described below).  Mt is characterized by closely 
spaced pits and/or hills (it is difficult to determine which) with a typical scale of 100s to 1000s of 
meters.  This unit is unusual on bodies thus-far imaged in the solar system, though somewhat 
similar though smaller-scale pitted terrains are seen elsewhere, e.g. on Vesta (Denevi et al. 2012) 
and Mercury (Blewitt et al. 2011).  Both Sm1 and Mt abut the map boundary at the terminator, 
and certainly extend past it.  Whether Mt extends further north is uncertain due to the sun angle 
in the encounter images. 

The fourth-largest unit is Rough Terrain (Rt), immediately east of Vulcan Planitia, centered near 
20 N, 50 E (Fig. 10).  This unit is a raised region that is the roughest (at ~10s km scales) and 
most chaotic on the encounter hemisphere.  This terrain, too, extends off the map boundary.  It 
has a central depression, 4.5 km deep (Schenk et al. 2018a) whose center was unilluminated in 
the encounter images, and containing slopes in excess of 15°.  The feature is unique on the 
encounter hemisphere, and it is unique among imaged solar system surfaces.  Its origin is 
enigmatic, but it may be due to unusually viscous cryovolcanism or buoyant uplift of subsurface 
material in response to crustal foundering (Robbins et al. 2019). 

Smaller, scattered units throughout the map area include numerous montes (Mo), depressions 
(Dm), and lobate aprons (La), the latter visible as mass wasting caused by impacts, and 
landslides caused by material failure (Beddingfield et al., 2020, and Fig 12). 
Finally, impact craters (Cr) and ejecta (Ej) are occupy a significant fraction of the map area.  
These units are emplaced upon all other observed units that are relatively large (i.e., not observed 
on Sme, La, Dm, nor most Mo).  Craters are discussed in more detail in section 6 of this chapter, 
and in the chapter on cratering by Singer et al. in this volume. 
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4. OZ TERRA  
4.1. Introduction  

  
Figure 9.  Oblique views of Oz Terra.  A.  Fault scarps and troughs near the north pole, 
observed at high sun.  Image centered near 70 N, 240 E.  The trough Caleuche Chasma (C), is 
12 km deep.  B. Fractures in Oz Terra near the boundary with Vulcan Planitia (bottom).  Image 
centered near 20 N, 330 E.   Serenity Chasma (S), Mandjet Chasma (M), and tilted blocks (TB) 
are identified. 
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The encounter hemisphere of Charon, aside from the smooth plains of Vulcan Planitia discussed 
in the next section, is dominated by Oz Terra, which is exceptionally rugged compared, for 
instance, to the inner icy moons of Saturn (Schenk et al. 2018a, 2018b).  This terrain is the oldest 
on Charon, and is separated by scarps and faults from the younger Vulcan Planitia.  It contains a 
network of scarps and fault-bounded troughs in the equatorial to middle latitudes (Fig. 9B), 
transitioning northward and over the pole to the visible limb into an irregular zone containing 
depressions sometimes more than 12 km deep, and other large relief variations (Fig.. 9A).  The 
lower-resolution views of the non-encounter hemisphere (Fig. 2) are also suggestive of other 
potential large ridges and troughs, indicating that the tectonic features that are well-resolved on 
the encounter hemisphere likely extend around Charon (Beyer et al. 2017).  The dominance of 
linear troughs and scarps, displaying what appear to be normal faults, graben, half-graben, and 
tilted fault blocks, appears most consistent with extensional tectonics (Moore et al. 2016, Beyer 
et al. 2017, Schenk et al. 2018a), though a compressional interpretation for the morphology of 
some features has also been suggested (Chen and Yin 2019).  The global distribution of the 
troughs suggests that Charon underwent global extension, and the fact that Vulcan Planitia 
(which is itself is quite heavily cratered) appears to post-date the trough formation, indicates that 
the extension occurred early in Charon’s history.  The orientation of most of the extensional 
features in the encounter hemisphere is predominantly East/West (Figs. 8, 9B, and Beyer et al. 
2017).  This east/west pattern is dominated by fracturing near the Oz / Vulcan boundary.  Farther 
north, troughs in a variety of orientations produce polygonal blocks, best seen in the digital 
elevation model, e.g. in the region centered on 30 N, 350 E (Fig. 7B). 

4.2. Global Extension and Elastic Lithosphere Thickness 
The global characteristics of Charon's tectonics have important implications for its geologic 
history.  In summary: (1) extension seems to dominate over the entirety of Charon's northern 
terrain, up to and including the scarps that border Vulcan Planitia, whose resurfaced units bury 
the flanks of the rifts; (2) there is no compelling evidence for compressional faulting or strike-
slip faulting; (3) the extension is inferred to be relatively ancient (up to ~4 Ga), based on the 
superposition of many craters and Vulcan Planitia units, which are themselves relatively heavily 
cratered; and (4) the roughly polygonal extension across the northern terrain does not indicate a 
preferred direction of extensional stress, whereas the roughly east-west alignment of the major 
chasmata near the boundary with Vulcan Planitia implies major north-south extension across this 
region. 
The rift geometry of large chasmata like Serenity and Mandjet (Fig. 9B) allow estimates of the 
extension across them. The minimum extension assumes the bounding normal faults dip steeply 
(~60°), in which case the depth of the rift is a close approximation to the extension across it.  
Beyer et al. (2017) show that the apparent dip of the Serenity Chasma walls is 30°, but discuss 
that this is likely due to post-faulting modification.  If Serenity Chasma is assumed to be 300 km 
long with a minimum depth of 3 km, and Mandjet Chasma is taken to be 450 km long with a 
depth of 5 km, together they represent an areal increase of ~3000 km2, or an areal strain of 
~0.3% over the northern half of Charon's encounter hemisphere.  In addition to Serenity and 
Mandjet, (Beyer et al. 2017) evaluated strain across the 23 other largest scarps in Oz Terra, 
which pushes this minimum areal strain estimate to ~1 %.  If a shallower fault dip angle of 45° is 
assumed, then the extension is approximately twice that of the 60° fault dip case, and results in a 
doubling of the area increase of extension and a doubling of the strain estimate. 
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The estimate of a 1% areal strain can be conceptually decomposed into a 0.5 % linear strain in 
two orthogonal directions.  Such a minimum linear strain, ε ~ 0.5%, corresponds to elastic 
extensional stresses of ~ εE = 50 MPa for a Young's modulus E for water ice of 10 GPa. Such 
stresses would be sufficient to cause motion on pre-existing faults to depths of hundreds of 
kilometers, although in practice fault failure would likely occur at much lower stresses. The 
widths of Serenity and Mandjet Chasmata themselves are consistent with (but do not require) 
normal faults that penetrate to tens of kilometers. We conclude that extensional tectonics in a 
similarly strong lithosphere likely affected the equatorial and southern portion of Charon's 
encounter hemisphere, before the emplacement of the smooth plains materials (Beyer et al. 
2019). 
A possible interpretation of the uplifted and tilted flanks of Serenity Chasma might be that they 
result from the elastic response of the lithosphere to the rifting (i.e. rift-flank uplift).  Beyer et al. 
(2017) determined that this interpretation would imply an elastic thickness, at the time the uplift 
occurred, of roughly 2.5 km.  However, they noted that the brittle thickness must be more than 
an order of magnitude greater than this, in order for the observed faults to support the 
topography, and the lack of bowed-up crater floors also implies a much thicker elastic 
lithosphere.  The observed rift topography therefore probably does not result from elastic flexure; 
it is more likely a consequence of rigid rotation of fault blocks (“bookshelf faulting”). 

5. VULCAN PLANITIA 

 
Figure 10.  Overview of Vulcan Planitia (adapted from Beyer et al. 2019).  White rectangles 
indicate the locations of the enlargements in Figs. 11A – 11D, and Fig. 12.. 
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5.1. Introduction 
Vulcan Planitia is an extensive plains unit that covers the equatorial area and south to the 
terminator on the sub-Pluto hemisphere observed by New Horizons (Figs. 10, 11).  It seems 
likely that these plains are a result of the eruption of one or more large cryoflows which 
completely resurfaced this area (Moore et al. 2016, Beyer et al. 2019, Schenk et al. 2018a, 
Robbins et al. 2019).  If this hypothesis is correct, Charon provides the clearest example of 
effusive cryovolcanism currently available in the solar system.  Several giant planet satellites 
with similar mass and density to Charon, notably Dione at Saturn (Schenk et al. 2018b) and Ariel 
at Uranus (Jankowski and Squyres 1988, Schenk 1991), show plains of possible effusive 
cryovolcanic origin.  However, New Horizons imaging of Charon is superior to available (i.e. 
Voyager) imaging of the Uranian satellites, and the morphologies associated with resurfacing are 
more clearly displayed on Charon than on most of the Saturnian satellites. 

Prominent “moats” encircle most of the mountains within Vulcan Planitia (m, Fig. 11A). Moore 
et al. (2016) offered two hypotheses for these moats: (1) downward flexure of pre-existing plains 
material from loading by younger mountain material (formed for example by extrusive 
cryovolcanism), or (2) incomplete embayment of pre-existing mountains by the plains material.  
Desch and Neveu (2017) explored the downward flexure hypothesis, but concluded that the 
elastic lithosphere would need to be very thin (less than 2.3 km) to support such flexure.  This 
thickness would in turn imply heat fluxes of order 300 mWm-2, two orders of magnitude larger 
than expected at the present time (see below).  Desch and Neveu hypothesized that high heat 
flow from a local hot spot, which would have been providing the erupted cryomaterial, could 
have locally thinned the elastic lithosphere.  However, the lobate margins of these moats, their 
similarity to other lobate features in Vulcan Planitia (f, Fig. 11C), and the presence of similar 
moats around the margins of Vulcan Planitia, visible in elevation data (Fig. 7B), strongly favor a 
common origin resulting from embayment by viscous surface flows (Beyer et al. 2019).   Borelli 
and Collins (2020) investigated the topography of the moats and depressed margins to compare 
with cryoflow models and plate bending models, and while the modeling indicated better fits for 
the plate bending model, the authors concluded that the geological evidence did not support large 
loads.  The difference in width between the moats around the mountains and the depressed 
margin along the scarps may be due to the different depths of the viscous fluid in the center of 
Vulcan Planitia versus the potentially shallower depths at the margins. 
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Figure 11.  Representative landforms on Vulcan Planitia.  Moated mountains (m), rilles (r), en 
echelon rille offsets (e), layered crater ejecta (le), lobate flow features (f) and mottled terrain 
(Mt) are identified.  See Fig. 10 for the locations of these images.   
Linear depressions, or rilles, are common within Vulcan Planitia (r, Fig. 11A,B,C): these formed 
either contemporaneously with or fairly soon after plains emplacement, as few impact craters are 
cut by them.  The morphology of the rilles in Vulcan Planitia are consistent with a tectonic 
origin, due to their regular spacing, mostly linear character, and negative topography. In addition, 
the en echelon arrangement of some of these rilles (e.g. e, Fig. 11B) are consistent with 
extensional graben (Moore et al. 2016). 
If the rilles are extensional graben, then their orientations are determined by the stress patterns 
present during their formation.  Consistent rille orientations across Vulcan Planitia would reflect 
a consistent and large-scale stress field.  Superposition relationships show that the plains post-
date most of the global expansion discussed above, but the rilles may reflect the last stages of 
that expansion, if they are not due to thermal contraction of the cooling flows, as discussed 
below.  The rilles have a variety of orientations, but orientations that parallel that of the bounding 
scarps and the chasmata north of them are most common, which hints at a relation. Beyer et al. 
(2019) estimate the total strain contributed to Vulcan Planitia from rille formation is in the range 
1.4% to 1.7%. 
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A significant fraction of Vulcan Planitia is occupied by rough “mottled terrain” (Section 3.3, 
Figs. 5, 8, and 11D).  The origin of these closely-spaced pits or hills is enigmatic, though 
Robbins et al. (2019) considered loss of volatiles from the cryo-flows after emplacement to be 
the most plausible explanation based on superposition relationships, and the fact that other 
possible formation models were considered unlikely.  

5.2. Resurfacing & Cryovolcanism 
The traditional difficulty to overcome with cryovolcanism is how to develop a density inversion 
on an icy world that would allow cryo-material to rise and erupt. The density properties of pure 
water ice would cause an icy lithosphere to float on liquid water, inhibiting eruptions even if the 
lithosphere was physically disrupted.  For Charon and other icy satellites, the presence of an NH3 
or methanol hydrate mixture in Charon’s lithosphere and mantle can also provide a density 
inversion (Beyer et al. 2019, Kargel et al., 1991; Schenk, 1991; Kargel, 1992; Hogenboom et al., 
1997; Cook et al., 2007).  The density differences between an NH3 hydrate liquid and its solid (or 
even pure water ice) are however not very large.  An NH3-H2O peritectic liquid has a lower 
density (946 kg m-3) than pure liquid water (1000 kg m-3) or solid ammonia dihydrate (965 kg m-

3), but slightly greater than pure water ice (917 kg m-3) (Hogenboom et al., 1997).  However, all 
of these densities are very close to one another, and small variations in geophysical conditions 
(like pressurization due to ice shell freezing, as hypothesized by Manga and Wang (2007)) may 
allow extrusion of NH3 hydrate even through a water ice layer. 

Beyer et al. (2019) used viscosity estimates and cooling timescales to investigate the possibility 
of different potential cryo-materials that could have flowed out and resurfaced Vulcan Planitia.  
The high topographic amplitude of the flow fronts implies a material that had high viscosity at 
the time that flow ceased, requiring either a solid such as warm water ice, or a viscous 
solid/liquid mixture.  Pure water ice is possible rheologically, but it is unlikely because of the 
high density of liquid water relative to the solid phase, as previously mentioned.   Pure water’s 
high freezing temperature also requires higher internal temperatures than other candidate fluids. 
As discussed in section 7.4 below, Charon’s limited heat budget makes generation of a pure 
water ocean marginal, and while an insulating, porous, ice shell would stabilize an ocean, 
porosity would also make potential cryo-magmas even less buoyant.  In addition to having lower 
densities, methanol-water or ammonia-water compositions lower the freezing point and increase 
the viscosity, making them more reasonable candidates.  Such two-phase mixtures also freeze 
more slowly and thus can flow further (Umurhan and Cruikshank 2019) than pure water ice. 
Simplistic assumptions of Bingham rheology indicate that the derived yield strengths for Charon 
flows are similar to those reported for flows on Ariel (Melosh and Janes, 1989) and are in the 
range for terrestrial silicate lavas (Moore et al., 1978) which implies that our expectations for 
how a silicate lava flow behaves on the Earth may translate to how this cryo-flow behaved on 
Charon (Kargel et al. 1991). 

As discussed in section 7 below, freezing of an early internal ocean could produce an ammonia-
rich residual liquid ocean which provides a plausible source of cryo-magma (Kargel, 1992, 
Beyer et al. 2019).  If the lithosphere were pure water ice, it would still float on an H2O-NH3 
ocean. However, as mentioned above, the densities are very similar, and if the lithosphere were 
not pure water ice but was an NH3 hydrate that contained even a small fraction of rocky material, 
that might enable a density inversion.  When the lithosphere expands and is disrupted, the H2O-
NH3 ocean material would rise up above the mostly-water-ice lithospheric blocks, possibly 
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assisted by the pressurization of the ocean due to ice shell freezing (Manga and Wang 2007). 
This newly-emplaced unit should preserve the bulk composition of the “ocean” that it came 
from, because it would have cooled much faster than the slow fractional crystallization of the 
freezing ocean. 

The extent to which any such overturn could occur would depend on the viscosity and rigidity of 
the shell; it would also be affected by any porosity retained in the near-surface material. An 
alternative way of developing a density inversion is to appeal to an undifferentiated, rock-rich 
“carapace”. Both porosity and the carapace are discussed in Section 7.4 below, but it is clear that 
more work on this set of hypotheses is needed. There are also other mechanisms for producing 
local cryovolcanism, such as melting of salt-rich pockets over ascending convective plumes 
(Head & Pappalardo 1999), but as noted in Section 7.4 all current models assume that Charon’s 
ice shell is stable against thermal convection. 

Resurfacing may have occurred by cryovolcanic effusion similar to lunar maria emplacement 
(Beyer et al. 2019).  Obvious vents are not seen (though it’s possible some of the rilles, or the 
depressions marked as Dm1 – Dm3 in Fig. 8 are actually vents), but the eruption style may have 
been similar to the volcanism of the lunar maria where there is also an absence of clear vents or 
feeder dike systems. The lunar maria style allows for many local sources of cryo-material all 
across the region, and also explains the lack of large, obvious discrete flows.  In this hypothesis, 
the montes on Vulcan Planitia (Fig. 9A) are pre-existing areas of high elevation that were 
embayed by the cryoflows, like kipukas or nunataks. These montes are not significantly different 
in elevation than the high terrain in Oz Terra and could simply be remnants of higher-standing 
topography in this area. The tilted blocks at the Oz boundary (TB, Fig 9B) could have been tilted 
due to subsidence associated with the eruption of the cryo-material from depth. 
Alternatively, resurfacing may have involved more extensive disruption of the lithosphere, 
lithospheric blocks losing their support, rotating, and foundering in a mechanism similar to 
magmatic stoping, while the cryo-material rises and covers the submerged blocks, and freezes 
(Beyer et al. 2019).  The tilted surfaces of the lithospheric blocks in Oz Terra that directly border 
Vulcan Planitia (Fig 9B) may represent a transition zone. Similar tilted blocks are observed on 
Ariel (Schenk, 1991; Schenk et al., 2018a). These blocks on Charon represent a point on the 
continuum between Oz Terra lithospheric blocks that are not tilted, but translated away from 
each other, and the blocks that presumably existed on the pre-Vulcan surface before the 
cryoflows, and which may have subsequently foundered. 

It is possible that the global extensional fracturing was more severe in the region now occupied 
by Vulcan Planitia than in Oz Terra, facilitating eruption.  Alternatively, whatever process 
caused the pre-Vulcan area to be topographically lower may also have favored cryo-material to 
rise up and erupt onto the surface at this location. 

Regardless of the exact resurfacing mechanism, the extensional fracturing on Vulcan Planitia 
(Fig. 11B) needs to be accounted for.  While this may be due to late-stage global expansion, as 
discussed above, Beyer et al. (2019) note that an ammonia-hydrate cryo-material can explain 
this, too.  While a pure water ice flow would expand when it freezes (causing surface 
compression when confined laterally), an ammonia-hydrate flow would contract, and the 
observed post-resurfacing extension on Vulcan Planitia is thus qualitatively consistent with a 
cooling ammonia-hydrate flow. 
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Spectroscopy provides evidence for the presence of NH3 in the bulk composition of the Pluto 
system.  Ammonia-bearing species are seen spectroscopically on Charon (Cook et al. 2007, 
Grundy et al. 2016, Dalle Ore et al. 2018, chapter by Protopapa et al., this volume) and on Nix 
and Hydra (Cook et al. 2018, chapter by Porter et al., this volume).  However, on Charon, the 
ammonia-bearing species are concentrated near specific impact craters and not preferentially in 
Vulcan Planitia, as might be expected if the flows were ammonia-rich.  This distribution may be 
because the ‘crust’ of the flow, which would have frozen first, would likely have a more water-
rich composition.  Also, photolysis and proton bombardment may act to remove the ammonia 
from the surface over a few tens of millions of years (Cooper et al., 2003; Moore et al., 2007; 
Cassidy et al., 2010), or an exogenous coating from the small satellites may hide the native 
surface material (Stern 2009).  

6. CRATERING AND AGES 
Both Vulcan Planitia and Oz Terra are relatively heavily cratered, with crater spatial densities 
similar to the densities of the most heavily cratered terrains on Pluto (chapter by Singer et al., 
this volume).  While superposition relationships show that Vulcan is clearly younger than Oz, 
crater densities on the two terrains are not statistically distinguishable where they overlap in 
diameter (Robbins et al. 2017; Singer et al. 2019). Comparison is complicated by the limited 
overlap in well-characterized crater diameters between them.  With the nearly overhead lighting 
in the north, craters smaller than ~30-50 km in diameter are difficult to distinguish in much of Oz 
Terra, and the largest crater in Vulcan Planitia is only ~65 km in diameter.   
The calibration of crater spatial densities to surface age estimates is based on estimated impact 
fluxes (Greenstreet et al. 2015) and impactor size-frequency distributions (chapter by Singer et 
al., this volume).  The calibration is for craters with diameter D >13 km and yields ages of 4 Ga 
or older for both Vulcan Planitia and Oz Terra.  Thus the bulk of the Vulcan Planitia resurfacing 
appears to have occurred early in Charon’s history, and this timing is consistent with the fact that 
almost all craters overprint other geologic features (Robbins et al. 2019, Singer et al., 2019).  The 
great age of the surface incidentally makes it clear that the presence of crystalline ice and 
ammonia-bearing species on a planetary surface are not reliable indicators of recent geological 
activity, contrary to some expectations before the flyby, as discussed in Section 1 (see the 
Charon composition chapter by Protopapa et al., this volume).   
Vulcan Planitia appears less heavily cratered than some old surfaces in the solar system (e.g., the 
lunar highlands) and this is due in part to a deficit of craters smaller than ~13 km in diameter 
(Singer et al., 2019).  Earlier crater counts by Robbins et al. (2017), based on preliminary 
mapping of Charon, also showed a break to a shallower slope at small diameters.  This lack of 
small craters relative to larger ones is mainly attributed to a change in the size-frequency 
distribution slope of KBO impactors to a shallower slope for smaller craters (Singer et al. 2019, 
chapter by Singer et al., this volume). 
Several large craters on Charon (e.g. the large crater at the top of Fig. 5) have extensive interior 
terracing similar to that of craters on some icy saturnian satellites (White et al. 2013, 2017, 
Schenk et al. 2018b).  The diameter above which central peaks begin to occur (~10 ± 1 km) is 
what is expected for Charon’s gravity for an icy surface.  Schenk et al. (2018a) show evidence 
that complex craters (those larger than ~6 km in diameter) have a shallower depth-to-diameter 
slope than those of the icy saturnian satellites with similar gravity, and thus craters with D > ~50 
km on Charon are shallower by up to 1 km.  Schenk et al. note that these differences may 
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indicate that complex crater formation on Charon initiates under similar conditions to the 
Saturnian satellites, but that the collapse process is more complex or complete on Charon.  
Alternatively, the expected lower impact velocity at Charon compared to the Saturnian satellites 
could have effects in addition to those due to surface gravity (Bray and Schenk 2015). 

Craters on Charon display some unusual ejecta types.  The albedo pattern of ejecta for many 
craters in Oz Terra is unobserved elsewhere in the solar system, consisting of a dark inner ejecta 
deposit surrounded by a more extensive bright outer ejecta deposit (Figs. 3, 5).  Both dark and 
light ejecta form ray patterns similar to those observed on other solar system bodies.  Craters 
with dark rays are sometimes seen on other icy bodies, notably Ganymede (Schenk and 
McKinnon 1991).  However, the specific dark-bright pattern found on Oz Terra is not seen on 
other bodies, nor is it seen in Vulcan Planitia where only bright rays are observed.  This albedo 
pattern might be due to layering in the material excavated by craters in Oz Terra but not in 
Vulcan Planitia (Robbins et al., 2019).  Because ejecta excavated from greater depth generally 
appears on the surface closer to a crater rim, the dark-bright pattern ejecta may imply a dark 
layer overlain by brighter material in Oz Terra, while the absence of such a pattern in Vulcan 
Planitia would imply the absence of a dark layer there.  However, the fact that the ratio of bright 
to dark ejecta does not depend strongly on crater diameter (and thus excavation depth) is difficult 
to explain if the dark-bright pattern is due to layering.  An alternate possibility is that the albedo 
pattern is produced by impact processing (e.g. shock or comminution effects), with the material 
that is ejected at higher speeds being brightened by the impact process while lower-speed ejecta 
closer to and within the crater is darkened.  The rarity of this dark-bright pattern on other icy 
bodies, and its absence of Vulcan Planitia, would then imply that there is something 
compositionally or texturally unusual about the surface materials on Oz Terra, that causes this 
unusual albedo response to impact.   

Another distinctive ejecta form, currently termed “layered ejecta” in the literature (Barlow et al., 
2000) is common on Charon (Robbins et al., 2018).  Crater ejecta of this type has the visual 
appearance of a distinct layer or multiple layers of material with a visually abrupt edge that 
typically is ~1–2 crater radii from the crater rim, rather than the more common smooth gradation 
of continuous ejecta deposits outward into thinner and discontinuous material forming rays.  
Layered ejecta are primarily observed in Vulcan Planitia (le, Fig 11B,C), though this may be due 
to the favorable lighting there. Only Mars has a higher fraction of craters with this ejecta type 
(e.g., Carr et al. 1977), though the morphology is also seen on icy bodies including Ganymede 
(e.g. Horner and Greeley 1982), Europa, Tethys, and Dione (Robbins et al. 2018).  Robbins et al. 
(2018) considered subsurface volatile mobilization and ejecta fluidization to be the most likely 
explanation for these features on Charon and other icy airless worlds. 
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Figure 12  A region just north of Serenity Chasma, showing the only crater chain so far 
identified on Charon (CC), and a landslide on the wall of Serenity Chasma.  See Fig. 10 for the 
location of this image. 

One crater chain is observed on Charon, north of Serenity Chasma near 30 N, 10 E (Fig. 12).  
The chain, which is about 50 km long, consists of more than 15 circular features linked together 
by a linear trough.  The feature is probably not a secondary impact crater chain, due to its 
uniqueness and the fact that it is not radial to any known large primary impact crater.  It may be 
endogenic, but there are no other similar features nearby.  Its similarity to crater chains on 
Ganymede and Callisto, which are probably produced by impactors tidally disrupted by Jupiter 
(Melosh and Schenk 1993), and its location on the Pluto-facing hemisphere, raises the possibility 
of a similar origin in this case.  However it would be somewhat surprising if Pluto was capable 
of tidally disrupting passing bodies in the way that Jupiter does.  The chain’s origin thus remains 
enigmatic. 

7. INTERIOR 
7.1. Introduction  
The aim of this section is to provide a brief overview of our current understanding of Charon’s 
interior and evolution. In many ways this section is parallel to the chapter describing Pluto’s 
geodynamics (Nimmo and McKinnon, this volume) but there are a few important differences 
from Pluto.  First, Charon’s initial conditions may have been different from Pluto’s, because of 
the way it formed. Second, tidal effects could in theory play a larger role for Charon than for 
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Pluto, though in practice they appear not to matter (Section 7.5). And, third, Charon is a smaller 
and overall less complex object. 

7.2. Observational Constraints 
New Horizons images provided a more accurate radius for Charon than Earth-based 
observations, 606 ± 1 km, yielding an inferred bulk density of 1701 ± 17 kg/m3, 1-sigma 
(Nimmo et al. 2017).  This is about 9% less dense than Pluto.  Charon’s density is significantly 
lower than Pluto’s even after correction for self-compression (McKinnon et al. 2017).  No 
equatorial flattening is detected, with an upper bound of 0.5%.  The surface geology, discussed 
above, also provides powerful constraints on Charon’s interior. 

7.3. Bulk Interior Structure 
A pre-New Horizons view of possible Charon interior structures is given in McKinnon et al. 
(1997). Since, unlike Pluto, the bulk density and size were already quite well known, the main 
outstanding question was whether Charon was differentiated or not. This is a question that New 
Horizons has answered in the affirmative.  Water ice at high pressures transforms to denser 
structural forms (Sotin et al. 1995). As Charon cooled over time, the volume occupied by these 
high-pressure phases would have increased if the ices extended to Charon’s center, leading to an 
overall reduction in radius and significant surface compression (McKinnon et al. 1997). Instead 
what we observe is extension, most likely due to refreezing of a subsurface ocean (Sections 4.2, 
7.4). This extension limits the amount of ice that can be present at the high pressures near 
Charon’s center, and thus implies that Charon must be mostly or entirely differentiated. 
Charon’s density implies a rock mass fraction of about 60% (for rock and ice densities of 3500 
and 950 kg/m3 respectively), and a normalized moment of inertia of 0.30, assuming these 
densities, and assuming complete differentiation. Of course, the “rock” density is not well-
known: if the rock is hydrated, or significant mass of organic compounds is present, its density 
could be less than the value adopted here. Fig. 13 shows a summary diagram of Charon’s likely 
internal structure. Models discussed in Section 7.4 suggest that a porous core having undergone 
some degree of hydrothermal alteration is probable. The possible overturn of a low-density layer 
(either NH3-rich or rock-poor) is also discussed there and in Section 5.2. The figure does not 
show organics or clathrates, though either could in principle be present. 
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Figure 13. Sketch of Charon’s probable interior structure (see text).  
Charon’s density suggests it is somewhat less rock-rich than Pluto. This is important because it 
has bearing on Charon’s origin (see the chapters by McKinnon et al. and Canup et al., this 
volume). The density contrast may in part be due to Charon’s ability to retain more porosity in its 
ice shell than Pluto, because of the lower pressure and temperature gradients in the smaller body 
(Bierson et al. 2018).  However it is unlikely that porosity or other effects (such as the possible 
presence of an ocean on Pluto) explain all the density difference, and it is thus probable that 
Charon has a slightly lower rock/ice ratio than Pluto.  Such a difference is consistent with the 
idea that Charon formed via a giant impact with Pluto (chapter by Canup et al., this volume). 
Charon should be tidally- and rotationally-distorted at the present day with three ellipsoidal axes 
a,b,c. Using the approach given in the chapter by Nimmo and McKinnon in this volume, a 
uniform, fluid Charon would have a present-day ratio (a-c)/(b-c)=3.7 and a flattening (a-c) of 
837 m (0.14%). This flattening is comfortably within the 0.5% upper limit set by the 
observations. If the flattening had been frozen in at an earlier time, when Charon was sufficiently 
closer to Pluto (a “fossil bulge”), then it should be visible at the present day. Thus, Charon’s lack 
of a detectable fossil bulge places some constraints on its evolution, as discussed below (Section 
7.5). 

7.4. Thermal Evolution 
Consideration of Charon’s thermal evolution starts with consideration of its energy sources. 
Table 1 below summarizes some of the major sources. Accretion assumes zero velocity at 
infinity, which is a good assumption if Charon formed out of an impact-generated disk (Canup 
2011, Canup et al., this volume). The energy released during subsequent differentiation is 
typically an order of magnitude smaller than the accretion energy.  Similarly, the energy 
associated with Charon’s rotation slowing to synchronous via tidal dissipation is small compared 
to accretion.  Compared with more massive Pluto, the biggest difference is the potential 
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importance of the putative Charon-forming impact. If all the energy released during this impact 
were concentrated in Charon (an unlikely end-member), the heating effect would be comparable 
to that of radioactive decay.  But in reality, radioactivity is likely to dominate, just as with Pluto.  
The other potentially important addition to this table is tidal heating. Charon is close to a more 
massive body (Pluto) and could have experienced tidal heating if its orbit were ever eccentric (it 
is currently circular; Buie et al. 2012). Progressive circularization of the orbit results, via 
conservation of angular momentum, in a decrease in semi-major axis a: the change Δa=2a e2, 
where e is the initial eccentricity. The total energy released by circularization ΔE is given by 
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where here M and m are the masses of Pluto and Charon, Rp is Pluto’s radius and here we are 
expressing the outcome as a mean temperature change using the mean specific heat capacity Cp 
(here taken to be 1335 J/kg K).  This calculation illustrates that tidal heating is actually a very 
small source of energy, unless Charon was formed close to Pluto in a highly eccentric orbit (see 
Cheng et al. 2014, and chapter by Canup et al., this volume).  

 
TABLE 1. Energy sources and sinks for Charon 

Source ΔE (J) ΔTeff (K) Notes 

Charon-forming 
impact 

1.5x1027 711 GM1M2/(R1+R2) applied to Charon’s 
mass only [upper bound] 

Radiogenic 1.4x1027 670 Total over 4.5 Ga. Scaled from Pluto 
(Nimmo and McKinnon, this volume) 

Serpentinization 5.5 x 1026 260 Hydration of entire silicate core, 
assuming energy of serpentinization is 
575 kJ/kg (Desch and Neveu 2017) 

Accretion 1.6x1026 78 3GM2/5R 

Despin 3.0x1025 14 Spin down from 3hr period to current 
period 

Circularization 1.9x1024 0.9 For e=0.1 and a=6Rp 

Sink    

Thermal 4.5x1026 210 To warm from 40 K to 250 K 

Latent Heat 1.9x1026 88 To melt the top 200 km of ice, 
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assuming pure H2O 

A mean specific heat capacity of 1335 J/kg K is used to convert energy to effective temperature 
change ΔTeff. 
Table 1 suggests that, except perhaps at very early times, Charon’s thermal evolution has been 
dominated by radioactive decay, though serpentinization could also release significant heat if a 
large fraction of the core was affected. Fig. 14 shows a simple evolution model (Bierson et al. 
2018), assuming an initially differentiated state, a pure H2O ice/water shell, and that the ice shell 
remains conductive throughout.  Although detailed calculations have not been done, it is 
generally assumed that Charon’s ice shell is not convecting, due to Charon’s small size and 
modest heat budget (Desch and Neveu 2017, Bierson et al. 2018).  In this model Charon starts 
cold; the silicate interior warms up through radioactive decay and eventually warms the ice shell 
enough to form an ocean. After about 1.5 Gyr the ocean starts to refreeze from its maximum 
thickness of about 30 km, and is completely refrozen by 2.5 Gyr.  Geological evidence discussed 
above suggests more rapid evolution in reality than in this simple model, with most contraction 
due to ocean freezing having occurred prior to emplacement of the Vulcan Planitia flows, 
roughly 0.5 Gyr after formation. 

This model assumes an initially porous (and therefore insulating) ice shell; the depth to the base 
of the porous layer is denoted by the pink dashed line, and illustrates that it progressively 
shallows as the ice shell warms up initially. The present-day thickness of the porous layer is 
about 70 km in this model, which is similar to the result found by Malamud et al. (2017). Note 
that a similar model lacking ice porosity (and thus having higher thermal conductivity) does not 
develop an ocean. Porosity however increases the buoyancy of the ice shell and thus inhibits 
cryovolcanism.   An alternative way of promoting an ocean is to invoke clathrates, which have a 
low conductivity and may be present on Pluto (Kamata et al. 2019). Pure water oceans on 
Charon are marginal, owing to the larger surface area:volume ratio than Pluto, and are therefore 
sensitive to the conductivities assumed.   

 
Figure 14. Thermal evolution model of Charon, from Bierson et al. (2018). Contour lines 
indicate temperature in K, the solid black line outlines liquid water ocean, and the pink dashed 
line denotes base of porous ice layer (a porosity of 30% was assumed). The gray horizontal line 
indicates the silicate/ice boundary. 
More sophisticated models (Malamud et al. 2017, Desch and Neveu 2017) give broadly similar 
results to Fig. 14. In particular, there is general agreement that enough energy is available to 
allow Charon to differentiate. Desch & Neveu (2017) find that an ocean could develop but would 
freeze before the present day, generating extensional stresses as it does so. They favor a 
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relatively warm start for Charon owing to energy deposition during its rapid accretion from the 
disk generated by the Charon-forming impact.  They argue that subsequent extraction of heat 
from the core via hydrothermal circulation when liquid water is present can lead to two separate 
ocean epochs. Conversely, Malamud et al. (2017) argue against an ocean, and instead favor 
liquid water only within a large, porous core. The problem is that this model always results in 
overall contraction, which is not consistent with the observed tectonics. 

Both Desch & Neveu (2017) and Malamud et al. (2017) argue for a hydrated, porous rocky core 
and a primordial, rock-rich ice crust “carapace”. While there are no spectroscopic indications of 
silicates so far, even a thin surface layer of ice-rich material would hide them, so the rock-rich 
crust hypothesis cannot be entirely ruled out.  Such a crust would be unstable relative to the 
underlying clean ice resulting from core differentiation; however, both groups argue that the 
viscosity of near-surface ice is so high that this overturn is unlikely to happen. Nonetheless, this 
model does provide an interesting alternative to the NH3-rich ice ascent hypothesis discussed 
below and in section 5.2. 

A model in which Charon started hot, with an ocean present initially, would result in monotonic 
freezing of the ocean, but neither the ocean life-time nor the present-day state would differ 
significantly from Fig. 14. As we argue below, the extensional tectonics observed are consistent 
with a refreezing ocean. Similarly, although detailed calculations have not been carried out, the 
example of Pluto suggests that as soon as an ocean develops, any initial fossil bulge is lost 
(Robuchon et al. 2011). The predicted lack of a bulge is again consistent with the observations. 
Because Charon’s despinning timescale is expected to be < ~1 Myr (Dobrovolskis et al.  1997), it 
is unlikely that any tectonic features associated with the collapse of Charon’s rotational bulge are 
preserved to the present day. Certainly there is little evidence for the global pattern of fractures 
expected from despinning (Melosh 1977). 

The model shown in Fig. 14 assumes a pure water ocean. If the ocean initially contained some 
NH3, this would have become progressively more concentrated in the remaining liquid as 
freezing proceeded. This increased concentration would have prolonged the lifetime of the ocean 
(though not to the present day; Desch & Neveu 2017). More interestingly, for high enough 
concentrations, the residual, NH3-rich liquid would have become positively buoyant relative to 
the ice shell, as discussed above. This situation would favor ascent of the NH3-rich liquid and 
foundering of the initial lithosphere, providing a possible (although speculative) mechanism for 
the emplacement of the southern plains (Beyer et al. 2019, and section 5.2 above). Any such 
buoyancy instability is likely to be long-wavelength, or low spherical harmonic degree (Zhong et 
al. 2000), perhaps accounting for the localization and large extent of Vulcan Planitia. 

7.5. Stresses 
As reviewed in Collins et al. (2010), the tectonics of icy bodies can provide clues to their 
structure and evolution, and below we assess potential stress-generating mechanisms for Charon. 

One important consequence of the difference in ice and water density is that the refreezing of an 
ocean generates extensional stresses at the surface, while a thickening ocean would generate 
compression. Fig. 14 would thus predict surface compression up to 1.5 Gyr, followed by 
extension thereafter; early pore compaction might also contribute to the compression. The areal 
strain is given by ~ 2 (Δρ/ρ) (d/R) where Δρ is the ice-water density contrast, ρ the ice density, d 
the amount of ocean freezing or melting and R the radius of Charon (Beyer et al. 2017). Fig. 14 
shows about 40 km of refreezing, which would yield a strain of about 1% (above). This strain is 
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close to the geologically-inferred value (Section 4.2). The total stress accumulated would be 
about 100 MPa, much greater than the failure strength of ice and suggesting multiple cycles of 
stress accumulation followed by failure (faulting), though the stress might be relieved by the 
same faults over multiple cycles.  Much more detailed imaging, from future missions, would be 
required to better constrain the relative timing and duration of fault movements. 
Temperature changes and hydration/dehydration can also play a role in volume changes and 
associated surface stresses. The volume thermal expansion coefficient for water ice varies from 
zero at ~75 K to 1.6 x 10-4 K-1 at 250 K (Petrenko and Whitworth, 1999), so it is difficult for 
even a large temperature change to result in a radial expansion of 0.5%, or equivalently, a 
volumetric expansion of ~1.5%. Moreover, Charon is likely about one third rock by volume 
based on its mean density (McKinnon et al., 2017), and silicates generally have much lower 
thermal expansion coefficients than ices (by up to an order of magnitude), although potential 
temperature changes within an inner core due to radiogenic heating can exceed 1000 K (Desch, 
2015; Malamud and Prialnik, 2015). We conclude that temperature changes alone are not 
responsible for the global expansion evidenced by Charon's tectonics, but they could be an 
important contributor.  Both Desch & Neveu (2017) and Malamud et al. (2017) considered the 
energetic (exothermic) effects of serpentinization, which can be large; Malamud et al. (2017) and 
Bierson et al. (2018) investigated the effects of serpentinization on density (and thus 
expansion/contraction), but found opposite effects.  Overall it seems likely that serpentinization 
contributes to, but does not dominate, the expansion/contraction history of Charon. 

So far, no compressional features have been identified on Charon (unless the interpretation of Oz 
Terra morphology by Chen and Yin (2019) is correct).  One possibility is that the early 
compressional features expected from the initial formation of an ocean were either overprinted 
by impacts or other geological processes, as might be particularly likely if (as seems probable) 
the ocean formed earlier than in Fig. 14, or reactivated to form later extensional features. An 
alternative is that Charon started out hot and the ocean froze monotonically. In this case one 
would expect to only see extension (as observed), and the role of ice shell porosity to be much 
reduced (since pores only survive in cold ice). 

The other main likely source of stress on Charon arises from its orbital evolution (Collins & 
Pappalardo 2000).  Charon probably formed closer to Pluto and then moved outwards. Its spin 
would have synchronized with its orbit early (Dobrovolskis et al. 1997), but as it moved 
outwards the spin rate and tidal distortion will both have decreased, leading to a predictable 
pattern of stresses (Melosh 1980, Kattenhorn and Hurford 2009). Although pure orbital recession 
results in equatorial thrust faults and polar normal faults, the addition of an isotropic extensional 
stress from ocean freezing could in principle have generated extension everywhere, but with the 
fault orientations dictated by the tidal/rotational effects. The magnitude of the resulting stresses 
is large, tens of MPa for a Charon formation distance of less than 12 Pluto radii (Collins & 
Pappalardo 2000), compared to is present orbital distance of 16.5 Pluto radii. 

It has also been suggested that time-varying stresses arising from any former eccentricity in 
Charon’s orbit (which is currently circular) might have played a role in producing surface 
tectonic features (Rhoden et al. 2015). However, the stresses are typically a few tens of kPa, 
three orders of magnitude less than the recession stresses, and therefore much less likely produce 
observable surface features, and do not match the fracture orientations observed (Rhoden et al. 
2000).  Finally, if Charon underwent reorientation, both extensional and compressional stresses 
would result, with a predicted magnitude of hundreds of kPa (Nimmo & Matsuyama 2007). 
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Although only preliminary tectonic mapping has been carried out (Beyer et al. 2017, Robbins et 
al. 2019), so far there is no evidence for the kind of globally symmetric or systematic fracturing 
patterns associated with orbital/rotational effects seen for example at the Moon (Watters et al. 
2015) and Europa (Schenk et al. 2008, Kattenhorn and Hurford 2009).  Of course, only half of 
Charon has been imaged in detail, and fault distributions may be controlled by crustal 
heterogeneity (e.g. the icy moon Tethys has a single, giant rift valley reminiscent of Serenity 
Chasma). Nonetheless, so far there is no observation supporting any kind of stress-generating 
mechanism beyond freezing of a subsurface ocean.  It is thus likely that orbital evolution was 
completed, and its associated stresses resolved, before the current visible surface was formed, or 
at least before ocean freezing generated the current dominant tectonic pattern (Rhoden et al. 
2020). 
A second consequence of ocean refreezing is pressurization of the ocean (Manga and Wang 
2007). Under some circumstances, the pressurization becomes large enough to overcome the 
tensile strength of the ice and allow liquid to ascend through fractures to the surface, which 
might have been a contributing mechanism to the eruptions that formed Vulcan Planitia. 

7.6. Heat flux and elastic thickness 
Present-day heat flux on Charon is expected to be dominated by radiogenic heat and to be very 
small, roughly 1-2 mW/m2 (e.g. Hussmann et al. 2006); any heat deposited during accretion will 
have been lost long ago due to Charon’s small size. Ice retains its elastic strength up to 
temperatures of ~130 K (Conrad et al. 2019), so Fig. 14 suggests that essentially the whole of 
Charon’s ice shell, a thickness of roughly 200 km, will behave elastically at the present day. At 
earlier times the elastic thickness will have been smaller, perhaps ~100 km depending on the 
initial thermal conditions assumed. Flexurally-supported topography records the lowest elastic 
thickness since the load was emplaced; thus, even ancient surfaces on Charon are expected to 
record high elastic thicknesses. This expectation is consistent with the elastic thickness bounds 
inferred from fault and crater topography discussed in section 4.2 above (Beyer et al. 2017).  In 
the absence of actual measurements, however, Charon’s elastic thickness is currently not 
satisfactorily constrained.  Certainly the overall scale of Serenity Chasma (~100 km wide) and 
the high relief in Oz Terra are both greater than similar features on potentially tidally-heated 
worlds like Ganymede or Ariel (Beyer et al. 2017), and suggests a correspondingly larger 
lithospheric thickness. But as yet no convincing quantitative estimates have been made. 

8. SUMMARY 
Despite being the only large dwarf planet moon yet observed close-up, Charon appears 
superficially quite similar to some of the mid-sized icy moons of Saturn and Uranus, having a 
water-ice dominated, ancient cratered surface that nonetheless preserves an early history of 
tectonism and regional resurfacing.  The fact that Charon’s surface appears to post-date any tidal 
evolution relative to Pluto, and thus also post-dates any significant tidal heating, implies that 
ancient activity on other similar-sized icy worlds does not necessarily require tidal heating either.  

The tectonism appears to be mostly extensional, with no obvious preferred orientation over most 
of the surface.  The extensional fractures indicate a total areal strain of ~1%. This strain can be 
explained by refreezing of an ocean ~40 km thick, a scenario consistent with plausible thermal 
evolution models (Fig 14).  No evidence of orbital- or tidal-induced stresses has been found to 
date. The lack of any fossil bulge larger than 0.5% is probably also consistent with an ancient 
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ocean, though detailed models have not yet been published. The absence of compressional 
features tells us that Charon is completely or almost-completely differentiated, though the near-
surface ice crust might be rock-rich relative to the interior. The rocky core is likely porous and 
hydrothermally altered; clathrates and/or organic materials are permitted on theoretical grounds, 
but there is no direct evidence for either.  
Resurfacing at Vulcan Planitia post-dates most of the tectonism, though crater spatial densities 
are similar between the resurfaced and un-resurfaced highland terrains, so the age gap may not 
be large. Resurfacing is concentrated (at least on the encounter hemisphere), in a single large 
low-lying region, Vulcan Planitia.  Several features on Vulcan Planitia, notably the “moats” 
surrounding mountains and along its margins with the highland terrain, suggest that resurfacing 
is due to emplacement of flows of viscous material, plausibly ammonia-rich.  The cryovolcanism 
might have arisen because the NH3-rich ocean dregs became lighter than the ice crust above, 
perhaps aided by pressurization due to ice shell freezing.  Indeed, the fact that the plains appear 
only slightly younger than the highlands is consistent with extension in the highlands and 
cryovolcanism in the plains both resulting from ocean freezing.  The high quality of New 
Horizons’ imaging makes Vulcan Planitia the best characterized example of probable effusive 
cryovolcanism in the solar system.  
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